B series coil pack conversion

Adding product to your cart. Note: all new adapter plates will come laser-etched with our new
SFR logo! This cap delete is CNC machined from billet aluminum, and comes in a high quality
black anodized finish. This is designed to fit perfectly on OEM distributors only, aftermarket
distributors can have slightly different fitment. Please click HERE if you are not sure which cap
is right for your distributor's part number. It does this by replacing the stock coil and ignition
with an electronic circuit which can drive igniter type individual ignition coils, such as used on
later model Honda engines. Click HERE for more information. If you have any questions about a
COP conversion, please contact our knowledgeable sales team at or email us at sales
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'allow all cookies' to give you the very best experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue
to use the site! Accept Cookies privacy policy. Continue shopping View cart. It is highly
affordable as it does not require the integration of a CDI module. For the weekend racer or
performance enthusiast, it eliminates the dwell issues common to the factory distributor as
RPM increases by providing an individual coil for each cylinder. It is commonly known that the
factory igniter on the B-Series engine is prone to failure. Further, as distributors age timing
signal quality can decrease and lead to poor engine performance. It also allows for individual
ignition trim tuning via a programmable EMS. Eliminates all known factory ignition system
issues - Ideal for B-Series engines from naturally aspirated to boosted versions that do not
exceed 15 PSI - A complete COP conversion system with comprehensive instructions and
design that eases installation. If you are not well versed in engine dynamics and automotive
ignition systems please do not attempt installation of this product. For technical assistance,
please visit our forum or visit our dealer locator for a Factory Trained tuner near you. AEM
holds no responsibility for any engine damage that results from the misuse of this product! Use
Code P10 at Checkout. FREE Shipping. Legal in California only for racing vehicles which may
never be used upon a highway. Related Products. More details. Buy now. Hondata S v3. Forced
induction, datalogging, real time programming, Bluetooth and engine protection are but a few of
the comprehensive s features. Social Media. You Tube. International Orders. Terms of Sale.
Tech Center. DIY Swap Tech. All rights reserved. It delivers outstanding coil-on-plug
performance for stock to moderately modified engines at an affordable price because you do
not need to add a capacitive discharge ignition module to make this conversion. It is highly
affordable as it does not require the integration of a CDI module. For the weekend racer or
performance enthusiast, it eliminates the dwell issues common to the factory distributor as
RPM increases by providing an individual coil for each cylinder. It is commonly known that the
factory igniter on the B-Series engine is prone to failure. Further, as distributors age timing
signal quality can decrease and lead to poor engine performance. It was a ridiculous condition
that no igniter would ever see under even extreme operation, and it just kept going. The harness
is very straightforward, and the performance increase we saw speaks for itself. It also allows for
individual ignition trim tuning via a programmable EMS. Please visit If you are not well versed in
engine dynamics and automotive ignition systems please do not attempt installation of this
product. For technical assistance, please visit our forum or visit our dealer locator for a Factory
Trained tuner near you. AEM holds no responsibility for any engine damage that results from
the misuse of this product! Advanced Engine Management's performance electronics are
Engineered to Outperform. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Search for: Search. With OEM systems, these three components
need nothing more than proper maintenance, and of course, replacements when they wear out.
On high-performance turbo and naturally aspirated applications these components are typically
replaced altogether. Using an internal coil distributor on your build can actually cost you
precious efficiency and induce a loss of power across the entire powerband. Even OEM
manufacturers over the years have made significant changes and moved to more efficient
components. This elevated level of efficiency in turn lowered operating temperatures and
increased fuel economy with a better, cleaner spark. The larger coil allowed for better recovery
after the coil was discharged, resulting in a steady and consistent spark on high-revving
applications; something internal coils struggle with. Soon after, Honda released a much more
modern, coil-on-plug application, or C. This change from a single coil to four independently
placed coils directly on top of each spark plug was a huge upgrade for the ignition system.
Increased reliability, fuel economy, power, and even fewer emissions were the result. In recent
years, Honda performance builders have been searching for ways to add multiple coils to their
non-C. The primary component in the C. There are two styles of commonly used coils;
three-wire smart coils, and two-wire dumb coils. They have their own power, ground, and signal

wire for the igniter. This setup is excellent for mid-range horsepower and is a worthwhile
upgrade to any moderate horsepower application as well. Its relatively low cost combined with
its amazing performance is the best bang for the buck mod available for your ignition system.
When dealing with a B-series engine, K-series coils are a great choice, as they can be wired in
easily, and will produce a smooth idle and great spark throughout the powerband. The next step
up would be a full CDI capacitor discharge ignition ignition system. This system uses two-wire
coils and a CDI ignition amplifier box, and is a little more complex as it requires a bit more
hardware and electrical for operation. The flexibility in this system allows for almost unlimited
growth. Both applications are proven to make big numbers, and are used on the fastest B-series
Hondas today. I would recommend using your horsepower goals to be the deciding factor on
which coil system you go with. AEM recently released an inline four-channel coil driver that
allows you to use two-wire coils with no large and often costly CDI driver box. This low-cost
piece can be wired inline making it a quick and easy hookup for C. The next part of the C. This
part of the conversion is the most important, most costly, and possibly the most beneficial. The
ECU must be able to control at least four separate coil channels independently. Most
stand-alone management systems should have this capability, but it is always a good idea to
verify before purchasing. Choosing a proper management system can be confusing, and I
suggest asking your tuner what system they are comfortable with before moving forward. The
EMS is relatively easy to use and tune, and is competitively priced, especially when you
consider the strength of the system. A Motec management system would be the ultimate system
to use for the hard-core competitor, but you will have to pay for all of that technology. Whatever
management system you choose, make sure it fits your budget, meets or exceeds your
horsepower goals, and has room for growth. Another important component of the C. This is a
magnetic Hall effect sensor that tells the ECU exactly where the components are in their
respective rotation. Both are excellent choices, and both are simple four-wire hookups. The next
important and again, often overlooked part of the ignition system is the spark plug itself.
Generally speaking, the higher the heat range, the more power the spark plug is rated for within
reason. Heat ranges in the 8s and 9s are commonly used on high-horsepower and turbo
applications. When using a CBR coil, one thing to note is that you need to use a spark plug with
a threaded tip. Denso has a line of spark plugs suited specifically for this type of application.
AEM on the other hand has designed their tip to fit common spark plugs with press-on tops.
Choosing the proper plug can take some time, so ask your tuner what he recommends for your
horsepower goals and application. Last but not least, and my personal favorite, is the wiring
itself. I have come up with a revolutionary product that makes the C. The last part of the kit is a
custom distributor jumper harness that plugs directly into the OEM distributor plug and runs to
all four coils and EPM. Adding coils on your B-, H-, or D-series engine is the ultimate upgrade
for the modern look, feel, and most importantly, performance of your older engine. With all the
technology being made to the internals of the B-series engine, we have too long overlooked the
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